In view of the numerous requests received for the whole series of Ziirich sunspot-numbers and the depletion of the supply of reprints of the 
gives the monthly means of the observed daily relative sunspot-numbers compiled by Rudolf Wolf, using old observations of the Sun from 1749 to 1849 and published yearly since 1849 by the astronomers of the Z•rich Observatory (Wolf, Wolfer, and Brunner in the Astronomische Mitteilungen of this Observatory). Since 1849 these means have been based upon careful daily observations (280 to 310 days a year) at our Observatory in which the same instrument has always been used. As is seen from the A stronomische Mitteilungen these observations are supplemented by observations made elsewhere with different instruments and by different observers. These observations are rendered comparable with our own by means of empirically determined reduction-factors. Our daily relative spot-numbers form therefore a completely unified system.
The monthly means of the observed relative sunspot-numbers are used especially for the investigation of relationships between solar activity and terrestrial phenomena. Table 2 Wolfer's publications the epoch for this cycle is given as 1906.4. Waldmeier in his paper t gives good reasons for changing the epoch of this maximum to t907.0. In Table 3 this new value is adopted.
•Neue Eigenschaften der $onnenfieckenkurve, Astronomische Mitteilungen No. 133 (1935).
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